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For Second Year, FRN Partners for “Adopt-a-Grandparent” Project 

The Marshall County FRN has been organizing its annual Christmas Gift Distribution projects in 

Marshall County, sponsored in part by Chevron. These projects are supported by the Carolyn 

Dalzell Closet of Hope, an FRN initiative that seeks to provide needed resources to families and 

children in our local communities. The initiative is named for long-time FRN board member 

Carolyn Dalzell, who lost her battle with cancer in January 2014. The Closet speaks to her spirit 

of giving and continues her legacy of helping others in need. 

 

Holiday gift distributions typically serve younger children, and while the FRN recognizes the 

importance of these distributions, the FRN feels that distributions for other populations are also 

beneficial and needed.  For the second year, the FRN partnered with local Rotarian Sharon 

Welsch for the “Adopt-a-Grandparent” project she organizes annually to benefit local seniors. 

Welsch fills Christmas stockings with small personal care and leisure items and distributes them 

to seniors in local nursing homes. The FRN provided a number of travel-sized hygiene items to 

help stuff the stockings on December 14th.  

 

Items for the distribution are collected in a number of ways, and the FRN relies on the support of 

community partners and members in filling the gift bags with quality items. Every year, the FRN 

receives monetary and product donations from many individuals, groups, and organizations, and 

truly appreciates the generosity and support of the community, which help to make the 

distribution a success.  

 

The Marshall County FRN is non-profit organization that is helping to make Marshall County a 

better place to live and work. For more information on the gift distributions or ways to help, 

please contact the Marshall County FRN at (304) 845-3300.  
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